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NOT JUST ANOTHER HOTEL,

IT’S A LIFESTYLE



Buddha-Bar – celebrating its 20th anniversary 
in 2016 – continuously grows and spreads 
around the globe with Asian-fusion restaurants, 
extravagant hotels, spas and beauty care lines and 
the world renowned Buddha-Bar music. Today 
the international brand is present in over 30 
countries, still expanding its horizons. The concept 
embodies an art of living, attracting visitors from 
around the world with its extraordinarily rich 
design, signature motifs, dominating colors and 
an unmatched atmosphere. With a new and 
personalized approach to the hotel industry, 
the Buddha-Bar Hotel concept dedicates its 
extensive know-how to offer guests an exclusive 
getaway, combining the French excellence with 
Asian well-being, wisdom and hospitality.

Not just another hotel, it’s a lifestyle! It’s the 
place to mingle, to unwind, to discover culinary 
fusion delights and to build lasting relationships. 
Klotild Palace – an over one hundred-year old 
historical building – is located at the corner of 
the famous shopping street, Váci utca, close to 
all major city happenings and is home to the 
urban and chic Buddha-Bar Hotel Budapest 
Klotild Palace.

BUDDHA-BAR IN THE
KLOTILD PALACE



KLOTILD BAR & LOUNGEROOMS & SUITES

Buddha-Bar Hotel Budapest Klotild Palace is the 
place where luxury meets comfort and convenience in 
a chic style. The combination of the modern Asian-
colonial interior and the historical building received 
the Best International Hotel Interior Award. With its 
102 rooms, including 27 luxurious suites, numerous 
upscale services like restaurants, bars, fitness and 
wellness areas Buddha-Bar invites you to a journey 
where you can delight all your senses. The unique 
milieu and an array of modern amenities especially 
designed for the hotel guarantee a truly relaxing stay.

The hotel provides free WIFI access, integrated multi-
media hub, 24-hour room service, Nespresso coffee 
machine with complimentary capsule assortment and 
a double drawer minibar, fulfilling the desires of both 
business and leisure guests. Moreover, the cutting 
edge sound system ensures the best sound quality
for the full collection of Buddha-Bar compilations.



The world famous Buddha-Bar Restaurant – 
envisioned by Raymond Visan in 1996 – represents 
high-class Asian-fusion cuisine in a distinctive and 
luxurious atmosphere. With a direct access from Váci 
street, Buddha-Bar Budapest invites your senses to a 
delicious journey where you can taste the blend of 
the Chinese, Thai, Indian and Japanese gastronomy 
and discover the excellence of the Pacific Rim cuisine. 
The characteristic chandeliers, mirror pillars and large, 
dark wooden tables with candles create intimacy, 
while the ever changing, yet easily distinguishable 
Buddha-Bar music enhances your appetite. Embrace 
the magical ambience while seated in front of a huge 
golden Buddha statue.

The restaurant – with its old fashioned cinema-style 
decor, dominating colors like deep red and gold 
reflected in every area – serves the culinary delicacies 
in family-style, welcomes guests for lunch, dinner and 
with the city’s one and only Asian Sunday Brunch.

BUDDHA-BAR
RESTAURANT



Walking up the red carpet staircase of a hundred-year 
old historical palace gives a special twist to the Asian-
style luxurious Bar & Lounge area which is a perfect 
place for those who seek elegant and chic venues.

Enjoy carefully selected sushi plates and tapasian snacks, 
or just relax in the Lounge area after dinner. When 
the night falls, the Buddha-Bar resident DJs’ best hits 
tempt you to the dancefloor. In the Bar you can find 
one of the city’s widest beverage selections with over 
250 different liquors and the signature Buddha-Bar 
cocktails – specifically created to seduce you into the 
land of irresistible and exotic flavours – are a must have.

BUDDHA-BAR LOUNGE



Since 2015 one of the Middle-East’s most exciting 
cuisines completes Klotild Palace’s rich gastronomic 
palette. The authentic restaurant prepares all 
dishes halal, using traditional recipes only. The 
executive chef – with his personal experience 
and passion for Arabic cuisine – guarantees a real 
culinary journey, as the menu presents every all-
time favourite Lebanese dish.

Baalbek invites you to a deliciously different 
world with its oriental interior complemented by 
the authentic music and the incomparable Arabic 
hospitality. Whether it is lunch or dinner time, the 
restaurant welcomes guests with Levantine’s finest 
meals, a cozy terrace and a special selection of shishas.

BAALBEK LEBANESE
RESTAURANT



Buddha-Bar offers a one-of-a-kind environment with 
an atmosphere that makes new ideas flourish! Our 
venues can host memorable events like no other, 
as each of our five meeting rooms incorporates all 
the technical and measurement requirements for 
accommodating all types of events. We offer a full 
range of distinguished business services including 
audio-visual equipment and event coordination.

The three bright and connecting meeting rooms – 
Nirvana, Karma and Zen – can be set up according 
to your specific needs and preferences. Each room 
accommodates 30 people and can be extended 
into one room of 90 m2. The Klotild room has 
a magnificent view over the vibrant city, and is 
perfect for executive and other boardroom-style 
meetings. The Sangha conference room is ideal for 
media presentations whereas the Zen Garden is a 
truly tranquil space, decorated with Buddha head 
mounted stones to create an inspirational environment 
for art exhibitions or cocktail receptions.

BANQUETING



Enter the world of Buddhattitude® Spa: a unique 
place in an east-meets-west contemporary design, 
which allows guests to embark on a journey of health, 
well-being and spiritual awakening. 

Choose from our extensive range of Aromatherapic, 
Ayurvedic or signature Buddhattitude massages & 
treatments – where we use 100% pure and natural 
aromatherapeutic essential oils -, or simply unwind in 
the aromatic steam bath, saunas, Japanese bath and 
tepidarium beds. Our line of B/Attitude® products 
nurtures our passion for nature’s precious and rare 
ingredients that are the base for any rejuvenating 
facial and body treatment performed by our expert 
therapists. Pamper yourself with the exclusive 
paraben-free facial and body cosmetics available in 
the Spa boutique.

BUDDHATTITUDE SPA



KLOTILD BAR & LOUNGE

The glass-roofed bar on the top floor of the hotel 
offers a breathtaking panorama to the heart of the 
city. We entertain our guests on a regular basis with  
exclusive wine tastings, salsa nights and other thematic 
parties at this stylish venue. With its two separated 
and cozy rooms, mezzanine lounge area and spacious 
ground floor, Klotild Bar & Lounge is the perfect place 
for private gatherings as well. Rent it out for your 
event and we organize you the chicest party ever!



Operated by Mellow Mood Hotels

BUDDHA-BAR HOTEL BUDAPEST KLOTILD PALACE
H-1052 Budapest · Váci utca 34. · tel.: +36 1 799 7300 · fax: +36 1 799 7301

info@buddhabarhotel.hu · www.buddhabarhotel.hu
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